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Culture, a pillar of the remarkable ecological success of humans, is increasingly recognized as a powerful force structuring nonhuman animal populations. A key gap between
these two types of culture is quantitative evidence of symbolic markers—seemingly arbitrary traits that function as reliable indicators of cultural group membership to conspeciﬁcs. Using acoustic data collected from 23 Paciﬁc Ocean locations, we provide
quantitative evidence that certain sperm whale acoustic signals exhibit spatial patterns
consistent with a symbolic marker function. Culture segments sperm whale populations
into behaviorally distinct clans, which are deﬁned based on dialects of stereotyped click
patterns (codas). We classiﬁed 23,429 codas into types using contaminated mixture
models and hierarchically clustered coda repertoires into seven clans based on similarities in coda usage; then we evaluated whether coda usage varied with geographic distance within clans or with spatial overlap between clans. Similarities in within-clan
usage of both “identity codas” (coda types diagnostic of clan identity) and “nonidentity
codas” (coda types used by multiple clans) decrease as space between repertoire recording locations increases. However, between-clan similarity in identity, but not nonidentity, coda usage decreases as clan spatial overlap increases. This matches expectations if
sympatry is related to a measurable pressure to diversify to make cultural divisions
sharper, thereby providing evidence that identity codas function as symbolic markers of
clan identity. Our study provides quantitative evidence of arbitrary traits, resembling
human ethnic markers, conveying cultural identity outside of humans, and highlights
remarkable similarities in the distributions of human ethnolinguistic groups and sperm
whale clans.
culture j symbolic markers j bioacoustics j distribution j sperm whales

Culture—information or behavior shared within a community and acquired from conspeciﬁcs through social learning—has propelled the rapid ecological success of humans
across the globe, profoundly shaping our individual and collective lives (1, 2). Despite
the mounting evidence for culture as a powerful structuring force of nonhuman animal
lives and societies (3), a key, unresolved gap between human and nonhuman cultures is
the use and recognition of symbolic, arbitrary markers that broadcast cultural group
membership and modulate conspeciﬁc interactions (4–8).
In humans, symbolic markers—sometimes referred to as ethnic markers, social
markers, tags, or identity signals—are universal across cultures and can include accent,
dialect, music, personal ornaments, tattoos, and/or clothing styles (9–11). Symbolic
markers go beyond identity cues in that they not only denote cultural group identity
but are also perceived as doing so by others and are then used as a means of categorizing individuals (7). As such, models predict (and empirical data supports) that different
cultural groups will be most marked at boundary regions, cultural norm and symbolic
marker distributions will correspond, and potential marker traits with the greatest
initial differences will become marked ﬁrst (4). While there are abundant examples of
animals associating in ways that map onto differences in acoustic signals (12, 13), comparatively fewer studies have explicitly quantiﬁed whether spatial or temporal trends in
those acoustic signals meet any of the aforementioned predictions for symbolic markers
(5). Given that culture is a pervasive aspect of the lives of sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus) (14–16), here we ask whether there is evidence of acoustic cultural traits being
used to erect social barriers among groupings of whales.
Sperm whales live in multilevel societies composed of long-lasting social units (15). In
social situations, whales communicate using socially learned, stereotyped patterns of clicks,
called codas (listen to an example at https://osf.io/ae6pd/; SI Appendix, Fig. S1) (17).
Variation in the number of clicks, rhythm, and tempo results in different coda types (17,
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Signiﬁcance
Symbolic marking is a hallmark of
human cultures, but quantitative
evidence for nonhuman animal
cultures is comparatively limited.
We show evidence that certain
acoustic communication
signals—“identity
codas”—function as symbolic
markers of cultural identity among
Paciﬁc Ocean sperm whale clans.
Within clans, identity and
nonidentity coda usage shows
similar patterns of stability over
geographic space, but betweenclan similarity in identity coda
usage decreases with increasing
spatial overlap. The distribution of
sperm whale clans—with multiple
cultural groups that vary widely in
ranging, are unevenly distributed,
and frequently overlap along a
latitudinal gradient—resembles
that of human ethnolinguistic
groups. These ﬁndings
demonstrate how culture can
structure and fortify segmentation
of animal populations and reveal
similarities between human and
nonhuman cultures.
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symbolic markers of clan identity. We do so by quantifying
whether and how identity and nonidentity coda usage is modulated by geographic clan overlap, a proxy for degree of sympatry. If identity codas are used as symbolic markers of clan
identity, we hypothesize that their usage within clans will be
more stable over geographic distance (due to selective pressures
incurred from maintaining an identity signal within clans) than
nonidentity coda usage. Informed by research on symbolic
marking in humans (4, 6, 10, 23), we also hypothesize that
identity coda usage will become more distinct as clan overlap
increases, with no change predicted for nonidentity coda usage.
Results
In total, 23,429 codas with 3–10 clicks were
extracted from acoustic recordings of sperm whales and classiﬁed into types using contaminated mixture models via the
“identity call” (IDcall) method (SI Appendix, Table S1) (20).
Only recording days with at least 25 codas were included in
subsequent clan analyses (16), with each day comprising a single repertoire (22,829 codas and 191 repertoires).
Coda Dataset.

Pacific Clans. Hierarchical clustering of repertoires (via the
IDcall method) suggests that seven clans inhabit the Paciﬁc
Ocean (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Discussion S1). Four are well
known (“Four-Plus”, “Plus-One”, “Regular”, and “Short”
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18). Even in sympatry, whales from one social unit only associate
with whales from other units that use similar coda types (i.e.,
have a similar dialect), thereby delineating a higher cultural level—the vocal clan—in their populations (16). This preferential
assortment around shared coda dialects suggests that sperm
whales can discriminate cultural in-group vs. out-group members,
resembling a discrimination that in humans is greatly facilitated
by the use of symbolic markers (4, 6, 10). Given evidence that
sperm whale clan dialects are the product of cultural transmission
via biased social learning (19), it has been posited that certain
coda types act as symbolic markers of clan identity (16, 20–22),
but quantitative evidence is lacking. However, recent work
showed that sperm whale clans in both the Atlantic and Paciﬁc
Oceans could be computationally distinguished by largely clanspeciﬁc “identity codas”, as opposed to “nonidentity codas” made
by multiple clans (20). If these identity codas can be used by
researchers to tell different clans apart, can they serve a similar
function for the whales themselves?
We address this question on an evolutionarily meaningful
scale by combining coda recordings from an entire ocean basin.
We determine how the coda usage similarity of dialects varies
(A) spatially within clans and (B) with spatial overlap between
clans across the Paciﬁc Ocean. These objectives aim to discern
possible evolutionary processes at play in the development and
usage of identity and nonidentity codas comprising dialects and
to investigate whether identity codas show hallmarks of being
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Fig. 1. Composite map of sperm whale clan distribution across 23 labeled regions in the Paciﬁc Ocean using the seven-clan tree clan designations
(SI Appendix, Table S5 for regional recording metadata). Each point is a single repertoire, colored by clan. Point size indicates the within-clan correlation of
that repertoire, with smaller points having lower correlations. The scale bar is approximate and most accurate along the Equator. SI Appendix, Fig. S3
includes clan-speciﬁc maps.
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clans) (16, 24); two were previously documented, but not
named (the “Palindrome” (20) and “Rapid Increasing” (25)
clans); and one is new (“Slow Increasing” clan) (SI Appendix,
Discussion S2 includes clan naming conventions).
Within-clan repertoire correlation varies across clans, with
some clans showing high consistency in coda type usage across
repertoires (e.g., Plus-One and Regular) and others showing
much lower uniformity (e.g., Four-Plus and Short) (SI
Appendix, Table S2). The number of identity codas per clan
also varies (SI Appendix, Table S2), and most clans display
rhythmic “motifs” (16) in their identity codas (Fig. 2 and SI
Appendix, Discussion S2). For example, the Regular clan’s nine
identity codas all have equally spaced (i.e., isochronous) clicks,
while the Four-Plus clan’s two identity codas both start with
four isochronous clicks but subsequent click spacing increases.
Codas with three to six clicks dominated, with preferences varying by clan (SI Appendix, Fig. S2).
The distribution of clans across the Paciﬁc Ocean varied,
with some clans showing small ranges (∼1,000 km, e.g., PlusOne), while others spanned the ocean basin (∼10,000 km, e.g.,
Short) (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S3). Given unequal sampling across regions, our distribution maps provide evidence of
clan presence, but not necessarily clan absence, especially in

regions with few recorded repertoires. Geographically sympatric
clans were detected in 9/23 Paciﬁc regions, with the highest
diversity off the Galapagos Islands (seven clans), Ecuador (ﬁve
clans), Tonga (four clans), and Northern Chile (four clans)
(Fig. 1). There is a positive relationship between regional sampling effort (in terms of number of extracted codas and, especially, number of repertoires) and number of detected clans (SI
Appendix, Table S3).
Similarity in identity coda usage between
pairs of repertoires within a clan (simIDwi, where “sim” stands
for coda usage similarity hereafter) decreased with logged geographic distance for all clans except Plus-One (Fig. 3). In general, a decrease in simIDwi is apparent at ranges greater than
1,000 km (the approximate span of the Plus-One clan). Similarity in nonidentity coda usage between pairs of repertoires
within clans (simnonIDwi) also decreased with logged geographic
distance for all clans. For ﬁve out of seven clans, the slope of
the linear regression was steeper for simnonIDwi than for simIDwi
(Fig. 3). Although this provides support for our alternative
hypothesis that within-clan identity coda usage is more stable
over geographic space than nonidentity coda usage, the overall
observed trend across clans was not signiﬁcant (β = 0.019,
Within-Clan Trends.
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Palindrome

Recording location

Fig. 2. Seven-clan tree with identity coda types (constructed in IDcall using critfact = 5 and minrep = 15). (A) Average linkage hierarchical clustering dendrogram depicts similarity among sperm whale coda repertoires recorded across the Paciﬁc Ocean. Repertoires that are more similar, in terms of coda type
usage, cluster closer together and have a higher correlation value (y axis). (B) Heat map depicts identity coda type usage (rows) for each repertoire (columns)
in shades of gray. Usage is calculated based on probabilistic assignment of codas to types. Identity coda type names are on the left and type centroid
rhythm plots (colored by clan) are on the right of the heat map (each dot represents a click). (C) Stacked bar plot shows the posterior probabilities of repertoire assignations to clans. Recording locations are listed along the bottom.
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Fig. 3. Logged geographic distance vs. coda usage similarity for each clan, calculated using identity codas (simIDwi; left panels, A/C/E/G/I/K/M) or nonidentity
codas (simnonIDwi; right panels, B/D/F/H/J/L/N) within a clan. Each circle represents a pair of coda repertoires. For each panel, the regression line slope (β) and
R2 value are provided. The 95% CIs are shaded.

P = 0.267). As the generally low R2 values indicate (Fig. 3),
there is underlying variation in clan repertoire coda usage similarity that is not explained by geographic distance alone, and
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the patchy sampling of clans across the Paciﬁc Ocean means
that linear regressions are not complete descriptions of the data
but do indicate broad patterns.
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Fig. 4. Mean clan spatial overlap vs. coda usage similarity, calculated using
identity codas (simIDbt; A) or nonidentity codas (simnonIDbt; B). Each circle represents a pair of clans. For each panel, the regression line slope (β), Mantel
test matrix correlation coefﬁcient (r), and Mantel test P value (P) are provided.
Signiﬁcant results are bolded, and 95% CIs are in gray. The simple Mantel
tests are one tailed against the alternative that simIDbt/simnonIDbt decreases
as clan spatial overlap increases.

Between-Clan Trends. Similarity in identity coda usage calculated for pairs of clans (simIDbt) signiﬁcantly (P = 0.043)
decreased as the mean spatial overlap (SI Appendix, Table S4)
of the clans increased (Fig. 4). In contrast, similarity in nonidentity coda usage calculated for pairs of clans (simnonIDbt) did
not signiﬁcantly change with increasing mean spatial overlap
(Fig. 4). The Mantel test matrix correlation values were always
more negative for identity codas compared with nonidentity
codas, regardless of how clan spatial overlap was calculated
(Fig. 4 and SI Appendix, Fig. S4). Thus, clans with overlapping
distributions much more rarely use each others’ identity codas
than clans whose members rarely encounter one another.

Discussion
We found that seven sperm whale cultural clans inhabit the
Paciﬁc Ocean and (i) have variable and overlapping geographic
distributions, (ii) are generally well distinguished by identity
codas, and (iii) exhibit some vocal characteristics that are modulated by clan spatial overlap.
Each clan has a different distribution, with order of magnitude differences in the
spatial extent of occupancy for some clans. Many regions have
sympatric clans, and all clans spatially overlap with at least one
other clan in some portion of their detected range. The general
increase in the number of detected clans in regions with greater
sampling effort suggests that sympatric clans may be the rule
rather than the exception across the Paciﬁc and that there may be
additional clans in un(der)sampled regions.
The distributions of sperm whale clans across the Paciﬁc
Ocean echo patterns of human ethnolinguistic diversity.
Resemblances include multiple cultural groups (that vary
widely in ranging) being unevenly distributed in areas of high
and low diversity along a latitudinal gradient from the equator
to the poles, with frequent regions of overlap (26). The global
distribution of human ethnolinguistic groups has been driven
by political complexity, environmental productivity and heterogeneity, and subsistence strategies (26–28). Some of these have
homologs or proxies in sperm whales (e.g., social complexity,

Distribution of Clans in the Pacific Ocean.
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All repertoires recorded across the Paciﬁc
Ocean were assigned to clans based on identity codas made frequently within, and rarely outside of, the clans. Within clans,
coda usage similarity generally decreased as distance between repertoire recording locations increased. An exception was the most
geographically restricted clan, the Plus-One clan, which spanned
∼1,000 km (the approximate annual home range of eastern tropical Paciﬁc sperm whales) (29, 30). Isolation by distance has been
documented in culturally transmitted attributes of other species,
such as human material culture (e.g., the beadwork patterns of
High Plains ethnolinguistic tribes) (31) and red-faced cisticola
(Cisticola erythrops) song (32). The observed decrease in coda
usage similarity over space was steeper for nonidentity codas compared with identity codas, but this trend was not signiﬁcant
across all clans. Thus, while most clans exhibit patterns in line
with our ﬁrst hypothesis—that identity coda usage is more stable
than nonidentity coda usage over geographic distance, potentially
due to selective pressure for symbolic marker stability—the effect
across clans is not statistically signiﬁcant.
Paciﬁc Ocean sperm whale clans vary, sometimes substantially,
in number of identity codas, coda click length preferences, and
within-clan repertoire correlations. Some commonalities also
emerge, such as rhythmic motifs in the identity codas of most
clans (exact motifs vary by clan). A more in-depth characterization of the full coda repertoires of each clan will help determine
how far these motifs extend beyond identity codas. One caveat is
our choice to restrict analyses to 3- to 10-click codas, which could
obscure some clan boundaries. For example, two-click codas are
made off the Ogasawara Islands of Japan and the Mariana Islands
but were not analyzed here because they have been inconsistently
marked across datasets; these very short codas may be culturally
relevant to certain clans, and their omission could explain why
some of the Mariana Islands repertoires have low within-clan
correlations.

Clan Identity Codas.
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Identity
coda usage similarity signiﬁcantly decreased as clan spatial overlap increased, in contrast to no signiﬁcant trend in nonidentity
coda usage. This ﬁnding supports the hypothesis that identity
codas act as symbolic markers of clan identity, aligning with
human empirical and simulation work showing that ethnic
group differences are strongest at boundaries for symbolically
marked groups (4, 23). Here, more spatially overlapped clans
appear to be “more marked” than less spatially overlapped
clans, which suggests that between-clan interactions have
increased selection on usage of identity markers (in this case,
identity codas) (4). This pattern ﬁts with cross-species evidence
showing that dialects of groups or species in sympatry are typically more distinct than in allopatry (33–37). As sperm whale
acoustic sampling efforts continue in regions with just one or a
few repertoires, our understanding of possible interactions
between clan spatial overlap and coda usage similarity will continue to improve.
No single coda type is unique to a single clan, which means
that clans occasionally make each other’s identity codas. However, the between-clan analyses suggest that clans make other
clans’ identity codas less frequently in areas of higher spatial
overlap. Theoretically, this adjustment would improve a whale’s
ability to quickly discern whether nearby individuals are from
their own clan or not, which could guide decisions about social
assortment or avoidance (21, 38). Although sperm whales
Modulation of Clan Vocal Behavior by Clan Overlap.

https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2201692119
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associate at the surface, over 70% of their time is spent independently foraging (39). Identity coda symbolic markers could
help whales reunite and reafﬁrm their social ties in between
long foraging dives, even in the absence of other clans. To borrow from Savage et al. (40), identity codas likely “serve multiple evolutionary functions within the umbrella of social
bonding”, similar to human music.
When quantifying selection pressure, understanding the characteristics of the basal or source population can be informative
and is a requisite for drawing conclusions about whether and
how between-group interactions have impacted selection on
group identity markers (4). For example, phylogenetic models
informed by cognate evolution rates can be used to infer ancestral
human dialects, which can help track historic migration patterns
of speakers (41, 42). Results from our analyses provide preliminary support for the Short clan dialect as basal in the Paciﬁc
Ocean (SI Appendix, Discussion S3), but a detailed understanding
of how codas evolve over time is necessary before we can determine the “ancestral” sperm whale dialect.
Symbolic marking is considered
a deﬁning trait of human cultures (5, 43). Our study provides
quantitative evidence that identity codas act as symbolic
markers of sperm whale cultural (i.e., clan) identity in the
Paciﬁc Ocean, with whales adjusting their vocal behavior in
ways that could reafﬁrm their cultural identity in areas of high
spatial overlap. The distributional scales and trends seen in
Paciﬁc sperm whales resemble those found in human ethnic
groups (4, 6). Although we cannot know for certain how
whales perceive codas or label the identity of conspeciﬁcs, the
observed patterns could arise from the selection for identity signals that enable social assortment and cooperation in sperm
whales, as has been shown for humans (6, 44) and suggested
for other taxa (5, 37, 45, 46). Playback experiments comparing
behavioral responses of whales exposed to same-clan, differentsympatric clan, or different-allopatric clan identity codas are
essential for validating the patterns described here (47), but
such experimental studies with wild marine mammals remain
logistically challenging (48). In the interim, studies like ours
that examine whether speciﬁc acoustic signals meet symbolic
marker predictions can be informative for cultural species.
Collectively, these discoveries shed light on how different
clans maintain behavioral distinctiveness and how cultural
boundaries persist in areas of sympatry. In doing so, this work
takes a key step toward understanding the evolutionary mystery
of why clans exist by documenting evidence of how they may
persist. A preference for interacting with individuals whose
symbolic markers match your own has been favored by natural
selection in humans (44). Our results suggest that the conditions requisite for the evolution of these markers exist among
nonhuman animals as well.
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Implications and Conclusions.

Materials and Methods
Data Collection and Coda Extraction. Acoustic recordings of sperm whales
were collected between 1978 and 2017 in 23 Paciﬁc Ocean locations (Fig. 1;
for regional methods, SI Appendix, Table S5). For 12 regions (starred in SI
Appendix, Table S5), coda metrics (number of clicks and interclick intervals) had
previously been extracted (16, 18, 20, 24, 25), and additional codas were
extracted for our analyses. Codas recorded off Tonga were extracted but unpublished. For the remaining regions, audio recordings of sperm whales were audited for codas in Audacity (version 2.3.0). Coda metrics were extracted using
“Coda Sorter”—a custom software implemented in LabView and run in MATLAB
(version R 2020a). Extracted codas with 3–10 clicks were divided into repertoires
by recording day, and repertoire locations were inferred from satellite navigation
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data with varying levels of precision (SI Appendix, Table S5). When multiple positional ﬁxes were available for a given day of recordings, we took the average.
For repertoires with identical recording locations, we jittered the locations using
the “geoR” R package (49) prior to analyses. The full extracted coda dataset can
be accessed via Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/ae6pd/).
Coda Typing and Clan Assignment. We used the IDcall method (20) to classify codas into types and assign repertoires to clans. Codas with the same number of interclick intervals are classiﬁed into types using contaminated mixture
models, with each coda assigned a probability of belonging to each type. Repertoires are hierarchically clustered based on similarities in coda type usage. An
“identity clade” of repertoires (i.e., a putative sperm whale clan) is denoted if it
has at least one identity coda (i.e., a coda type made frequently in that clade of
repertoires but rarely in any other). Two corresponding parameters must be set
to delineate identity clades and codas: minrep (i.e., minimum number of repertoires required for an identity clade to form) and critfact (i.e., factor by which a
coda type must be made more frequently in a given clade compared with other
clades for it to become an identity coda and for the clade to become an identity
clade). We used the default parameter settings from (20) with a few deviations
(SI Appendix, Method S1). With minrep set to 15, we tested a range of values
for the critfact parameter (from 3 to 20) during hierarchical clustering and compared the resultant dendrograms to determine the most probable number of
sperm whale clans in the Paciﬁc Ocean (SI Appendix, Discussion S1). We also calculated the Bayesian posterior probabilities (using all coda types) that each repertoire is a member of each identity clade using the IDcall posterior probability
(IDcallPP) methodology (50). In IDcallPP, a jackknife procedure ensures that
information from a repertoire is not used to deﬁne the clans with which it is
then compared (50). Maps showing clan distributions were created using the
“rgeos” (51), “sf” (52), and “ggspatial” R packages.

Within clans, our goal was to determine whether coda
usage similarity of repertoires (calculated as correlations between usage of coda
types) varied with geographic distance between repertoires. For each pair of repertoires, we plotted the logged geographic distance separating them (SI
Appendix, Method S2) against their coda usage similarity and ﬁt a linear regression using the “stats” R package. The regression slope indicated how coda usage
similarity varied with increasing distance. The coda usage similarity of each pair
of repertoires within clans was calculated based on correlations in usage of identity codas (simIDwi) or nonidentity codas (simnonIDwi).
Having found a general pattern of decreasing coda usage similarity with
increasing geographic distance, we tested the null hypothesis that coda usage
similarity of repertoires within a clan, calculated as simIDwi or simnonIDwi, drops off
similarly with increasing distance. If identity codas are used by sperm whales as
symbolic markers of clan identity, we predicted that within-clan identity coda
usage would be more stable over geographic space than nonidentity coda
usage, with nonidentity codas more susceptible to drift. We explicitly tested
these hypotheses across clans using a weighted linear mixed effects model,
where the response variable is the slope parameter estimates of the individual
clan regressions (β). The predictors include a clan random effect and an identity/
nonidentity ﬁxed effect (i.e., whether repertoire coda usage similarity was calculated from just identity codas or just nonidentity codas). We then weight this
model by the inverse squared SD of each clan parameter estimate, such that
more precisely estimated slopes have higher inﬂuence.
Within-Clan Analyses.

Between-Clan Analyses. Between clans, our goal was to determine whether
coda usage similarity signiﬁcantly varied with spatial overlap. For each pair of
clans, spatial overlap was calculated as the proportion of the ﬁrst clan’s repertoires that were recorded within 1,000 km (the approximate annual home range
span of eastern tropical Paciﬁc sperm whales) of at least one of the second clan’s
repertoires (29, 30). This produces an asymmetric matrix, as a clan found in only
one region might overlap completely with a clan that spans the ocean, while the
inverse is not true (SI Appendix, Table S4). Mean spatial overlap was calculated
as the average of the two values for each pair of clans. Given the patchy sampling of codas in different regions in different years (with 87% of regions represented by just 1 or 2 years; SI Appendix, Table S1), our analyses do not include
a temporal component. Theoretically, two clans could thus have a nonzero spatial
overlap value without having been recorded in the same year.
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Between-clan coda usage similarity was calculated by ﬁrst averaging the identity or nonidentity coda type usages across all the repertoires in each clan into a
single repertoire per clan and then calculating the overall correlation in coda
type (identity or nonidentity) usage for all clan pairs. We then plotted the minimum (SI Appendix, Fig. S4), mean (Fig. 4), and maximum (SI Appendix, Fig. S4)
spatial overlap against simIDbt or simnonIDbt for all clan pairs. We used one-tailed
simple Mantel tests with 10,000 permutations to determine the direction and
signiﬁcance of any correlation, testing the null hypothesis that coda usage similarity between clans does not decrease with increasing spatial overlap.
Having found a general pattern of decreasing simIDbt (but not simnonIDbt) with
increasing geographic distance, we tested the null hypothesis that between-clan
coda usage similarity, whether calculated as simIDbt or simnonIDbt, falls off similarly with increasing clan overlap. If identity codas are used by sperm whales as
symbolic markers of clan identity, we predicted that simIDbt would decrease with
increasing clan overlap, because whales would modulate identity coda production in some way that enhances clan distinctiveness in areas of greater overlap.
In contrast, we did not expect a trend in simnonIDbt if, as we posit, nonidentity
codas are generally not the primary markers of clan identity.
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Data, Materials, and Software Availability. [.csv ﬁle of coda interclickintervals for 3- to 10-click codas included in analyses. R ﬁle of analytical code]
data have been deposited in [Open Science Framework] (https://osf.io/ae6pd/)
(53). Previously published data were used for this work (T. A. Hersh, S. Gero, L.
Rendell, H. Whitehead, Using identity calls to detect structure in acoustic datasets.
Methods Ecol. Evol. 2021, 1–11 (2021). M. Amano, A. Kourogi, K. Aoki, M. Yoshioka, K. Mori, Differences in sperm whale codas between two waters off Japan:
possible geographic separation of vocal clans. J. Mammal. 95, 169–175 (2014).).
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